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Glossary
EMIR TR – Derivatives Trade Repository operated by KDPW
EMIR Reporting Interface – Graphical User Interface (GUI) for the reporting of information and viewing of details of derivative contracts reported to EMIR TR
Participant – entity (participation type: GUR, ZUR, IUR, PUR, KUR) which has signed an agreement
with KDPW for the provision of the Derivatives Trade Repository service
Communication code – four-character alphanumeric code assigned to the EMIR TR Participant when
concluding an agreement with KDPW (RXXX), used for communication with EMIR TR via MQ using
XML messages
User – person authorised by the Participant to access the EMIR TR application
RSE - Report Submitting Entity, an entity reporting trade details to EMIR TR
RC - Reporting Counterparty, the counterparty on whose behalf the RSE reports to EMIR TR
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I.

Introduction

This Manual contains information on how to use the application which gives the User access to functionalities supporting the EMIR Trade Repository operated by Krajowy Depozyt Papierów Wartościowych (KDPW).
Note that the descriptions in the Manual are of a purely technical nature while all organisational and
legal arrangements are contained in the Derivatives Trade Repository Rules.
The Manual has been drafted in two language versions, Polish and English, while the EMIR Reporting
Interface application and all its functionalities are available only in the English language version.

II. Logging in
In order to log into the EMIR Reporting Interface application, first log into the KDPW SSO system at
https://online.kdpw.pl (production environment) (using the email address and password provided
when opening the account) and then select the “Trade Repository (EMIR)”1 tab from available services.

Fig. 1

1

A detailed manual describing the rules for accessing the KDPW_TR application is available under the link:
How to get access to KDPW Trade Repository (EMIR and SFTR) application – a Manual
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A user with rights to access the data of more than one EMIR TR Participant must select the appropriate communication code (RXXX) to log in to the account of the respective Participant (Fig. 2):

Fig. 2

After selecting the communication code, the User will be automatically redirected to the ‘XML file
import’ tab. It is possible to change the Participant (by entering another communication code) at
any time without logging off from KDPW’s access application. To do so, click the ‘Select participant’
button (Fig. 3) in the left-hand menu of the application:

Fig. 3
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III. EMIR Reporting Interface functionalities
The KDPW EMIR Reporting Interface application is divided into the following tabs (Fig. 4):
▪ XML file import
✓ import xml files
▪ Reporting service
✓ report trades/positions and relations
using a dedicated form
without having to import xml files;
▪

Active derivatives
✓ Filter/view/export details of reported
active trades/positions
✓ Report changes to active trades/positions

▪

Non-active derivatives
✓ Filter/view/export details of reported
inactive trades/positions
✓ Report changes to inactive trades/positions

▪

Deleted derivatives
✓ Filter/view details of trades/positions
deleted with AT=E

▪

Communication
✓ Filter/review and download
EMIR TR feedback messages

▪

Exported data
✓ Download and save exported data files
from Active/Non-Active Derivatives tabs

▪

Invoice analytics
✓ Access detailed information on fees charged
by KDPW

▪

Relations
✓ Filter/view/export LEI codes
reported within the relation
✓ Access information on the status of declared
LEI codes in the EMIR TR database.
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Fig. 4

The functionalities available under each tab are described below.

‘XML file import’ tab
After logging on to the account of a Participant and being redirected to the XML file import tab, a panel
will open (Fig. 5) where the User can upload an XML message, from a local file, containing a report of
one or more trades or their modifications. Details of the structure and processing of xml messages are
described in separate documentation available on the website: XML messages (kdpw.pl).

Fig. 5
In order to transfer a trade/position report to EMIR TR, the User selects the appropriate file and clicks
the Import option. The file with an xml message is used to report new trades and modify or delete
existing trades. After the file is downloaded and data is imported, the User receives feedback in an xml
message available in the Communication tab. The structure of the feedback message confirming data
import or failure is described in the xml message documentation. It is possible to report all xml messages as described above, including messages for individual trades/positions as well as aggregate messages.

‘Reporting service’ tab
The 'Reporting service' tab (Fig. 6) is used to fulfil the EMIR reporting obligation without being familiar
with
the
structure
of
XML
messages:
trar.ins.xxx.xx/trar.rlt.xxx.xx. This functionality is useful for entities reporting a small number of
trades/positions and their modifications.
The ‘Reporting service’ tab includes the following sub-tabs for the reporting of specific types of
changes:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Action type new (Transaction)
Action type new (Position)
Position component (Transaction)
Valuation (Summary)
Entity relations message
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Fig. 6

When reporting a new trade/position, the User fills in the following sections in the form (corresponding to sections of the xml message trar.ins. xxx.xx):
•
•
•
•

•
•

General information (mandatory)
Counterparty Specific Data - Counterparty (mandatory)
Counterparty Specific Data - Valuation (optional)
Counterparty Specific Data - Collateral (optional)
Sections available when dual-side reporting is selected:
• Other Counterparty Specific Data - Counterparty (mandatory)
• Other Counterparty Specific Data - Valuation (optional)
• Other Counterparty Specific Data - Collateral (optional)
Common Trad Data - Contract Type (mandatory)
Common Trad Data - Details on the transaction (mandatory)
Sections available by selecting MiFIR reporting:
• MiFIR Reporting Data - Order Transmission
• MiFIR Reporting Data - Transaction Data
• MiFIR Reporting Data - Instrument Data
• MiFIR Reporting Data - Investment Decision Person
• MiFIR Reporting Data - Executing Person
• MiFIR Reporting Data - Additional Attributes
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On the right side of the screen, there is an auxiliary ‘Summary’ menu which presents the information
by section (Fig. 7):

Fig. 7
▪

Reporting service > Action Type New (Transaction)

Using this sub-tab, the EMIR TR User can manually enter new reports at transaction level (Level T). In
order to do so, all the fields required by the Trade Repository must be filled in by going through the
successive steps of the form (Fig. 8). The form is navigated using the Back/Next buttons. If a mandatory
field is not filled in, the application will prevent the User from proceeding to the next step and mark in
red the fields that need to be filled in. In the last step, there is the Submit button (in place of the Next
button) to validate the entered data. If this step is skipped, the report will not be saved and the entered
data will be lost. Clicking the Submit button saves the report and submits it to the EMIR TR system,
thus providing positive verification of formal checks. Feedback containing content check results is sent
to the User in xml messages trar.sts.xxx.xx available in the Communication tab.

Fig. 8
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▪

Reporting service > Action Type New (Position)

Using this sub-tab, the EMIR TR User can manually enter new reports at position level (Level P). In
order to do so, all fields required by the Trade Repository must be filled in by going through the successive steps of the form (Fig. 9). The form is navigated using the Back/Next buttons. If a mandatory
field is not filled in, the application will prevent the User from proceeding to the next step and mark in
red the fields that need to be filled in. In the last step, there is the Submit button (in place of the Next
button) to validate the entered data. If this step is skipped, the report will not be saved and the entered
data will be lost. Clicking the Submit button saves the report and submits it to the EMIR TR system,
thus providing positive verification of formal checks. Feedback containing content check results is sent
to the User in xml messages trar.sts.xxx.xx available in the Communication tab.

Fig. 9
▪

Reporting service > Position component (Transaction)

Using this sub-tab, the EMIR TR User can manually enter new reports at position level. In order to
do so, all fields required by the Trade Repository must be filled in by going through the successive
steps of the form (Fig. 10). The form is navigated using the Back/Next buttons. If a mandatory field
is not filled in, the application will prevent the User from proceeding to the next step and mark in
red the fields that need to be filled in. In the last step, there is the Submit button (in place of Next
button) to validate the entered data. If this step is skipped, the report will not be saved and the
entered data will be lost. Clicking the Submit button saves the report and submits it to the EMIR
TR system, thus providing positive verification of formal checks. Feedback containing content
check results is sent to the User in xml messages trar.sts.xxx.xx available in the Communication
tab.
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Fig. 10

Dual-side reporting
When reporting a trade/position via a form in the application, the User can at the same time report
data also on behalf of the other counterparty.
To do so, select ‘Yes’ in the section “Counterparty Specific Data – Counterparty”, line “Reporting on
behalf of the other counterparty” (Fig. 11). The User is then redirected to the part of the form where
the other counterparty data can be entered.

Fig. 11
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▪

Reporting service > Valuation (Summary)

Using this sub-tab, the EMIR TR User can manually enter new reports at position level. In order to
do so, all fields required by the Trade Repository must be filled in by going through the successive
steps of the form (Fig. 12). The form is navigated using the Back/Next buttons. If a mandatory field
is not filled in, the application will prevent the User from proceeding to the next step and mark in
red the fields that need to be filled in. In the last step, there is the Submit button (in place of the
Next button) to validate the entered data. If this step is skipped, the report will not be saved and
the entered data will be lost. Clicking the Submit button saves the report and submits it to the
EMIR TR system, thus providing positive verification of formal checks. Feedback containing content
check results is sent to the User in xml messages trar.sts.xxx.xx available in the Communication
tab.
If a Reporting Counterparty reports trades on behalf of both counterparties, only that trade is
modified which was reported on behalf of the counterparty (Reporting Counterparty ID) on whose
behalf the aggregate valuation is reported.

Fig. 12

▪

Reporting service > Entity relations message

Using this sub-tab, the EMIR TR User can manually report or cancel a relation between a Report
Submitting Entity and a Reporting Counterparty. In order to do so, all the fields required by the
Trade Repository must be filled in by going through the successive steps of the form. The form is
navigated using the Back/Next buttons. If a field mandatory at a given step is not filled in, the
application will prevent the User from proceeding to the next step and mark in red the fields that
need to be filled in. In the last step, there is the Submit button (in place of the Next button) to
validate the entered data. Clicking the Submit button saves the report and submits it to the EMIR
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TR system, thus providing positive verification of formal checks. Feedback on content check results
is communicated to the User in xml messages trar.str.xxx.xx available in the Communication tab.
To report the LEI code of the counterparty on whose behalf the RSE is required to report to EMIR
TR, click the NEW button in the ‘Relations reference data’ window and enter the RC identifier. In
the same step (or independently), you can cancel previously reported relations by entering the LEI
code of the counterparty you wish to remove in the ‘Relations cancellation data’ window (Fig. 13).

Fig. 13

‘Active derivatives’ tab
The ‘Active derivatives’ tab presents the most recent status (trade state) of all active trades/positions
reported by the RSE.
To filter all active reports, click the Search button (Fig. 14):
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Fig. 14

For entities which report large data volumes, i.e., whose database of active trades covers from several
hundred thousand to several million records, we recommend narrowing your search by applying appropriate filters (e.g., trade execution/reporting timestamp, Reporting Counterparty ID, UTI – all available filters are shown in Fig. 15 in the ‘Filters’ section)

For each filtered record, after moving the mouse cursor over the “three dots” icon (Fig. 15), you will
see an additional menu containing possible actions to be performed for the given trade/position. Action types available under the tab include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Modification (AT=M)
Correction (AT=R)
Early termination (AT=C)
Valuation update (AT=V)
Compression (AT=Z)
Error (AT=E)
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Fig. 15

By highlighting a selected record, you can access the details of the reported trade/position (its last
reported state) – to do so, click the View Details button (Fig. 16):

Fig. 16

The Active derivatives tab also includes the functionality of exporting previously filtered data in one
of three formats: .csv, .xls, .xml. To do so, click the Export derivatives data button (Fig. 17) and choose
the format of your choice.
The exported data files are available for download in the Exported data tab.
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Fig. 17

‘Non-active derivatives’ tab
The ‘Non-active derivatives’ tab presents the most recent status (trade state) of all trades/positions
reported by the RSE which have passed their maturity date.
To filter all inactive trades/positions, click the Search button (Fig. 18). For entities which report large
data volumes, i.e., whose database of active trades covers from several hundred thousand to several
million records, we recommend narrowing your search by applying appropriate filters.

Fig. 18
All functionalities (i.e., reporting relevant Action Types, filtering, viewing trade/position details, data
exports) are the same as the functionalities available under the ‘Active derivatives’ tab.
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‘Deleted derivatives’ bookmark
The ‘Deleted derivatives’ tab presents the most recent status (trade state) of all trades/positions reported by the RSE which have been cancelled, i.e., modified with an Error action type (AT=E).
To filter all cancelled trades/positions, click the Search button (Fig. 19). For entities which report large
data volumes, i.e., whose database of cancelled trades covers from several hundred thousand to several million records, we recommend narrowing your search by applying appropriate filters.

Fig. 19
Functionalities such as filtering or viewing details of a cancelled trade/position are the same as the
functionalities available under the ‘Active derivatives’ and ‘Non-active derivatives’ tabs.
In addition, an ‘Error timestamp’ is also available, indicating the date and time of the trade/position
cancellation reported by the RSE.
It is not possible to export filtered records in the ‘Deleted reports’ tab.

‘Communication’ tab
Click the Communication tab to open a window (Fig. 20) where the User can view xml messages provided by EMIR TR in response to reports submitted by the User (i.e., trar.sts.xxx.xx, trar.str.xxx.xx,
trar.ack.xxx.xx) as well as notification messages (trar.rcn.xxx.xx, trar.ntf.xxx.xx).
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Fig. 20

In order to limit the amount of information displayed, the User can use standard filtering tools. By
filling in selected fields in the top section, the User can narrow down or directly indicate the xml message the User is looking for. Displayed messages are EMIR TR output messages which the User cannot
edit in this tab. The tab can be used to export a message to a file. If the User wants to export an xml
message, the User should select a record and click the Download option (Fig. 21).

Fig. 21
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‘Exported data’ tab
Select the ‘Exported data’ tab to open a window where the EMIR TR User can verify the status of
preparation of the data selected for export in the ‘Active derivatives’ and ‘Non-active derivatives’ tabs
and download them by selecting a record and clicking the Download option (Fig. 22).

Fig. 22

‘Invoice analytics’ tab
Select the ‘Invoice analytics’ tab to access invoice analytics (Fig. 23). The analytics is made available to
Reporting Participants (Reporting ID) broken down by counterparty on whose behalf new trades/positions have been reported (Counterparty ID) and broken down by type of fee charged for reporting and
maintenance of trades/positions (according to the Table of Fees attached to the Derivatives Trade Repository Rules).

Fig. 23
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The analytics are available broken down by year and month, selected in the appropriate filters.
When selecting filters, always use the Search button. To clear filters, use the Clear button. (Fig. 24A,
Fig. 24B)

Fig. 24A

Fig. 24B

The Export invoice analytics option available under the ‘Invoice analytics’ tab (Fig. 25) can be used to
export data to a file format of your choice (csv, xls, xml).

Fig. 25
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‘Relations’ tab
The 'Relations' tab gives the User access to details of the LEIs reported by the User (including their
current status in the EMIR TR database) of those counterparties on whose behalf the User has agreed
or is obliged to report to EMIR TR.
The User can filter the reported relations by entering the counterparty LEI in the ‘RC’ window and export relations by clicking the ‘Export relations’ button (Fig. 26):

Fig. 26
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